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SOS Great Lakes welcomes CEAA request for substantive 
answers from OPG 
 
TORONTO—The decision by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency to request more           
comprehensive information on alternate sites and potential cumulative effects of the DGR            
signals a new era of transparency the leading bi-national opponent to the planned Lake Huron               
nuclear waste dump said Thursday. 
 
“This 15-page letter reflects many of the concerns which we have held about this potentially               
disastrous project and we are encouraged that CEAA was not satisfied by the lack of substance                
in OPG’s response to the Minister’s original request,” said Jill Taylor, President of SOS Great               
Lakes. “They have clearly asked for additional information and clarification on three major             
issues: alternate sites, cumulative effects, and mitigation. 
 
“We are particularly impressed by the language used to define the specific information             
requirements for potential cumulative effects of this project on groundwater in the Guelph Basin              
–fundamentally the groundwater source for the Great Lakes and Southern Ontario.” 
 
“We have yet to digest the full implications of the CEAA directive but this is a positive step in                   
obtaining answers about this project that should have been made public years ago,” Ms. Taylor               
said. “Certainly the people of Canada and the Great Lakes region deserve more substantive              
answers from OPG than off-handed quips like the DGR may be geographically close to Lake               
Huron but geologically it's a million miles away.” 
 
The letter was the second encouraging announcement from the CEAA Wednesday. Earlier, the             
Environmental Assessment Panel Report called for sweeping changes to the Environmental           
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Assessment process including provisions for transparency, a bias-free process, meaningful          
public consultation, future sustainability and other recommendations. 
SOS Great Lakes is the leading bi-national organization opposing burial of nuclear waste on the               
shoreline of Lake Huron or anywhere else in the Great Lakes basin. OPG is planning to bury                 
some 400,000 cubic meters of low and intermediate level waste about 900 metres from the               
shore of Lake Huron. All three previous attempts in the world at burying nuclear waste deep                
underground have failed to prevent some radioactive waste from escaping into the environment. 
 
For further information contact: 
Robin Palin 514 426-7137 ext 221,  rpalin@rppr.com or info@sosgreatlakes.org 
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